The practice of deciding the pass/fail cut-off point is commonly referred to as standard setting. However, many standard-setting practices, e.g. the historical 50% pass/fail cut-off point, can be difficult to defend psychometrically, yet they continue to be used despite rational disapproval in the literature. Demands for accountability by means of defensible, valid, reliable and robust assessment policies and practices, including pass/fail decisions, are increasingly becoming important. Discussions are being held on credible and defensible standard-setting practices for high-stakes examinations. This debate presents a vehicle to discuss quality of assessment, which has a crucial role in promoting the quality of health professions education (HPE). The author suggests that standard setting can be a pivotal focus for technical and psychometric sufficiency of assessments and accountability of HPE institutions towards stakeholders. Standard setting should not be seen as a methodological process of setting pass/fail cut-off points only, but as a powerful catalyst for quality improvements in HPE by promoting excellence in assessments.

A conceptual approach

Plain, fair and valid standard setting cannot result from unfair and invalid assessments. Validity, reliability, educational effect, feasibility and acceptability frequently constitute the criteria used to select assessment methods. Primarily, validity and reliability have been central to decisions about the assessment methods used in different HPE settings. Validity focuses on whether a test succeeds in testing the competencies for which it was designed. Reliability or generalisability is a measure of the relative size of variability in scores due to error, with the objective of reaching a desired level of measurement accuracy across different tasks. Acceptability is the extent to which many stakeholders endorse the measure and interpretation of scores. Blueprinting, which requires test content to be carefully planned against learning objectives, has also been advocated. The focus should be on psychometric rigour. Because test theory, e.g. classic test theory, item response theory, generalisability theory, informs psychometrics, it must be a critical consideration in the assessment of planning, analyses and interpretation, especially with regard to reliability. The abovementioned considerations can be grouped into ‘assessment technical sufficiency’ matters.

However, an important result of the standard-setting process is the pass/fail rate, which directly or indirectly implicates the quality of instruction, instructors and graduates. The reason is that assessment is the symbolic measure of confirming achievement of the prescribed performance standard. Together, these can be considered ‘impact of assessment outcomes’.

Educational tension, therefore, arises between the expectations of quality of assessment, performance standards and impact of assessment outcomes. Accordingly, technical sufficiency of assessment practices is not enough – impact considerations are as important. The close relationship between quality of assessment and standard-setting practices and their effect on HPE accountabilities is neglected, poorly understood and underdeveloped at many HPE institutions.
institutions. The ultimate key determinants of pass rates are the quality of the assessments and the pass/fail standard-setting practices and decisions. In the context of their validity, educators must be aware of this relationship as they plan, implement and interpret assessment outcomes. Consequently, this article proposes that standard setting should be seen as a critical aspect of the assessment structures and processes. It is dependent on assessment quality, as a test that does not cover appropriate content is not at the appropriate level of difficulty, is not reliable, and will not lead to appropriate decisions, regardless of the standard-setting methods employed.[14] However, educational assessments not only comprise technical sufficiency; attention must also be paid to the accountability of the HPE institution to various stakeholders. The holistic representation is captured in the conceptual approach (Fig. 1), summarising key principles and concepts in a relational method.

Standard setting can be a pivotal focus to attend to technical and psychometric sufficiency of assessments as well as accountability responsibilities of HPE institutions to stakeholders. Although standard setting is an important psychometric problem, it is not solely a technical issue.[13,14] The consequences of appropriate or inappropriate standards for society, institutions and individuals must be considered.[13] Crocker and Zieky[7] noted that because of the judgemental nature of standards, validity was dependent on how sensible the standard-setting process and its outcome were, together with the consequences of pass rates and possible classification errors. The effect of assessment outcomes therefore extends to political, economic, social and policy domains.[2,7,11] Notably, decisions about the effect of assessments on accountability have to depend on the decision-making theory[11] or alternative decision theories.

Conclusion

Standard setting should not be seen as a methodological process of setting the pass/fail cut-off point only, but as a powerful catalyst for quality improvement in HPE by promoting assessment excellence. While medical education departments can be important catalysts with regard to capacity and quality, in Africa, for example, their development remains basic. Therefore, numerous academic staff and policy makers should join the standard-setting dialogue and in particular its potential to improve the quality of HPE.
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